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Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Word 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for performing necessary operations, including:
	Using the Ribbon with the mouse or the keyboard
	Saving documents in PDF format
	Sharing text among documents
	Working with the thesaurus
	Setting paragraph line spacing
	Wrapping text around graphics


	Helpful sidebars offer practical tips and tricks
	Succinct explanations walk you through step by step
	Full-color screen shots demonstrate each task
	Two-page lessons break big topics into bite-sized modules


About the Author
   
Elaine Marmel is president of Marmel Enterprises, LLC, an organization that specializes in freelance technical writing and software training. Elaine has an MBA from Cornell University and has worked on projects to build financial management systems in New York City and Washington, D.C. Elaine spends most of her time writing; since 1994, she has been a contributing editor to monthly magazines Peachtree Extra and QuickBooks Extra. She co-wrote Peachtree For Dummies, 2nd Edition (Wiley, 2004), and wrote Microsoft Office Project 2003 Bible (Wiley, 2003), Master VISUALLY Project 2003 (Wiley, 2004), and Master VISUALLY QuickBooks 2005 (Wiley, 2005), and she has authored and coauthored more than 30 other books. Although a native of Chicago, Elaine has seen much of the world, including Cincinnati, Ohio; Jerusalem, Israel; Ithaca, New York; Washington, D.C., and Tampa, FL. As of this writing, she has settled into a perfect house in Arizona, and lives with her purrfect cats, Cato, Watson, and Buddy (who seems to be made of velcro, sticking to Elaine when she starts to write), and her doting and loving dog, Josh (who watches the door for visitors and may lick you to death while performing the job of general welcoming committee).
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Deadline Scheduling for Real-Time Systems - EDF and Related AlgorithmsSpringer, 1998
Many real-time systems rely on static scheduling algorithms.  This includes cyclic scheduling, rate monotonic scheduling and fixed  schedules created by off-line scheduling techniques such as dynamic  programming, heuristic search, and simulated annealing. However, for  many real-time systems, static scheduling algorithms are quite  restrictive and...
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Ruby: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
If you’re looking at this book and reading this introduction, you probably have these two questions:

Should I learn Ruby?
Is this the book for me?

Of course, the answers to these questions depend upon who you are and what your situation is. But the fact that you’re curious about Ruby and this book would lead...
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Angular 5 Projects: Learn to Build Single Page Web Applications Using 70+ ProjectsApress, 2018

	
		Learn to build single page web apps using Angular 5 and TypeScript by working through 70+ mini-projects. With hundreds of code examples you gain a thorough understanding of the Angular 5 ecosystem and how to work within it.

	
		You'll begin by understanding the benefits of Angular 5 vs older versions, and how this...
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The Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2000
Most Web developers pick up a book to learn how to use a language like   JavaScript, looking for practical examples of how to get things done. The   Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web Pages  is plenty   practical, and hits the mark as a reader-friendly and well-organized tutorial on   JavaScript.
    The book...
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Tcl/Tk 8.5 Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Created in 1988 by John Ousterhoult, while working at the University of Califormia, Berkeley, Tcl (Tool Command Language) is a scripting language originally designed for embedded system platforms. Since its creation, Tcl has grown far beyond its original design with numerous expansions and additions (such as the graphical Took Kit or Tk) to...
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Field of Vision: A Manual and Atlas of Perimetry (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2003

	A comprehensive survey on the use of bedside skills and perimetric devices to the test visual fields, and how to interpret the results. To develop the clinician's interpretative skills, the authors include a chapter on visual anatomy and an atlas of 100 real-life cases arranged in anatomic order from retina to striate cortex. By placing a...
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